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Hastings Law News 
San Francisco, California April 14, 1989 
Board Elects New Officers Great Hall Development Approved 
By James P. Ballantine 
EorrOR-IN-CmEF 
The Hastings Board of Direc-
tors, at its regularly scheduled 
meeting on Friday March 31, 
approved two new Directors, 
elected its own leadership, and 
conducted routine business. The 
new Board also held a lengthy 
closed session, and appears to have 
reaffumed its commitment to 
develop the College's WestBlock 
properties under new financing. 
THE APPOINTMENrS of Jusllces 
Marvin Baxter and William Chan-
nell were unanimously approved 
by the Board. Both men were 
appointed to the Board by Gov. 
GeorgeDeukmejian i March,and 
their confirmations by the state 
Senate are pending. College by-
laws call for Board approval of all 
appointments, a legacy of the self 
perpetuating Board which, prior 
to 1980, had the power to appoint 
members to fill its own vacancies. 
This ritual has been irrelevant, 
however, since the passage of a 
1980 law giving the governor the 
'1JQwertoappointBoard members 
with Senate consent.. Despite 
this irrelevancy, the Board per-
sists in approving all appomt-
ments, and so far has never failed 
to approve a gubernatorial ap-
pointment. 
The Board selects its own 
leadership from among the direc-
tors, and unanimously elected 
James Mahoney as chairman, and 
Charlene Mitchell as vice chair-
man. A vice chairman nomma-
tion of John Knox, the Board's 
senior member, by Joe Cotcheu, 
failed to receive a second, indi-
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cating that the diviSIOn in the 
Board over the past few years has 
not been resolved by the depar-
ture of Harold S. Dobbs, the con-
troversial fonner chamnan. 
A REORGANIZA 110S PLAN for the 
College's top administrati ve staff 
presented by Dean Frank T. Read 
gained unanimous Board ap-
proval. The new plan is similar to 
the structure created by Read's 
reorganization last fall, except hat 
it eliminates the Administration 
Director position. The responSI-
bilities of this position will pri-
marily be transferred to the Chief 
Financial Officer and the newly 
created Facilities Planning and 
Management Director position, 
both of which report directly to 
the Dean. This new spot, which 
has not been filled, will have re-
sponsibility over the long range 
planning for all College proper-
ties, and will supervise the devel-
opment of the West Block prop-
erties, according to Read. The 
Academic Dean, General Coun-
sel, and College Relations Direc-
tor will continue also to report 
directly to the Dean. 
A NEW ANANrn;G PLAN will 
prevent the College from haVing 
to sell West Block properties at 
｣ｯｮｊｩｮｵｾ､＠ on ー｡ｧｾ＠ 2 
Fn.e PHoTo 
The Greal flail . located in the McA llistu Tower. will be leased to George 
Coates Performance Work!'. a thealrical company./or developmenJ as a 
performing artsfacility. according to a resolurion adopted by the College 
Board of Directors. Under the plan. lIastings will be allowed limlled use 
ofrhefaciliey. 
Everything you wanted to know 
about the California Bar* 
*but were afraid to ask 
By Matthew D. Davis 
EXECllCTVE EDrroR 
Several weeks ago a first year 
asked me to describe"the Bar" to 
her. 
"You'd better concentrate on 
passing your finals. Don't worry 
about the Bar, it's years away," I 
proclrumed, dismissing her with a 
knowing air. 
I was ashamed to admit that I 
was as ignorant about the Bar as 
she. 
Moreover, a causal survey of 
my classmates indicates that most 
ofusaremushrooms-in the dark 
and covered with manure-when 
it comes to the Bar. So I swal-
lowed my pride, asked the experts 
and here it is: EVERYmING You 
W ANI'ED To KJ ·ow ABolJf THE 
CAuFoR.-aA BAR· (. BlJf WF:M!. 
AFIwD To ASK). 
THE MECHANICS 
The Bar is spaced over three 
days (most of us knew that much). 
This summer's exam beglOs on 
Tuesday, July 25 and concludes 
on Thursday, July 27. The actual 
test begins at 9:00 am. each day, 
but be prepared to be at the exam 
siteearlier Especially on thefrrst 
day when exarmnees are finger-
printed and I.D.'s are checked. 
The Bar examiners are very strict 
about verifying that those taking 
the test are who they claim to be, 
says Cory Cullen, Executive Di-
rector for the California BarBri 
Bar review course. (No Dan 
Quayle rumors reprinted here.) 
Each day's test is six hours long, 
with an hour break at noon. So 
don't plan on leaving until some-
time after 4:00 pJn. each day. 
"THE CAuFoR.'\1A BAR is al-
ways sandwiched around the last 
Wednesday of July," says Barry 
Josephson, California Academic 
Director for the Kaplan bar re-
view course. That is when the 
Multi-stateBarExam,ortheMBE 
as it is commonly called, is ad-
ministered across the nation. 
The MBE, which IS a compo-
nentof almost every jurisdiction's 
Bar exam, takes up the entire 
second day of the California test. 
Itconsi ｴＮｾ＠ of200 muluple--choice 
question covering six legal sub-
jects. There are 40 questions on 
torts and an equal number on 
contracts. There are also 30prob-
lems in each of the following four 
categories: criminal law and 
procedure, constitutional aw ,real 
propeny and evidence. The ran-
domly distributed problems are 
based on the majority rule of law, 
except for the evidence question 
which are derived from the Fed-
eral Rules of Evidence. 
''The MBE questions tend to 
look like essay questions. They 
continlUd 011 ｊｎｬｧｾ＠ 11 





Law NEWS STAFF REPORT 
A panel of dlstlOgUished 
judges gave Hastings students a 
glimpse of life 10 judicial service. 
The judges, representing both state 
and federal courts, spoke of their 
･ｾｰ･ｲｩ･ｮ｣･ｳ＠ and motivations in 
pursuing their careers on the bench 
at the March 22 event. A recep-
tion followed. 
Speaking were the Honorable 
AllenE. Broussard, AssoclateJus-
tice of the California Supreme 
Court; Honorable Joseph T. 
Sneed, Judge of the Ninth CircUit 
Court of Appeals; Honorable 
Harry W. Low, Presiding Justice 
of the California AppellateCoun; 
and Honorable RobertP. Aguilar, 
Judge of the Federal District Court 
of Northern California. 
All four emphasized commu-
mty service as an important part 
of the judicial function. Judge 
Low, 10 particular, spoke of the 
need to ( ntinue active commu-
nity involvement throughout 
one" Icg:li career. whether it be 
as an attorney or ajudgc. Healso 
lamented the current trend in law 
rums to reduce community and 
pro bono services 10 rcacUon to a 
more competitive legal environ-
ment. He hopes this trend can be 
countered by more vigorous 10-
volvement from individual law-
yers to make up for the decline in 
participation from fl1ll1s. 
Judge Sneed focused on 
whether one should choose a ca-
reer in the judiciary. He acknowl-
edged that becoming a judge is 
often a political process. In an-
swering how one gets appointed 
to the Ninth Circuit, he joked, "It 
doesn't hurt to meet a future 
governor while you're in law 
school." The judicial path was a 
personal choice, he said. Some-
one drawn to books, writing, and 
service in the community would 
get the most satisfaction from 
working on the bench, he indio 
cated. 
Justice Broussard also had 
advice for those contemplating a 
judiCial career. "Don't do it." 
continlUd 011 page 1 J 
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Prqfessor on Mommv Track? 
Weisberg Denied Leave and Files Grievance 
By Christina A. Dalton 
News EDITOR 
Following denial by the 
Hastings administration of a 
maternity leave request, tenured 
professor D. Kelly Weisberg has 
retained counsel and instituted 
grievance proceedings with the 
California Department of Fair 
Employment and the Hastings 
faculty executive committee. 
Weisberg, who is expecting a 
baby on April 27, asked for the 
coming Fall semester off under a 
UC faculty benefits and privileges 
provision giving up to sixteen 
weeks of paid "periods of Active 
Service-Modified Duties" to "any 
academic appointee who has pri-
mary responsibility for the care 
of an infant." The request was de-
nied last semester by Dean Frank 
T. Read and Academic Dean 
Daniel Lathrope, who reportedly 
told Weisberg that she could take 
off for the current semester (prior 
to giving birth), but not the com-
ing Fall term. Weisberg, who 
would prefer to use the time after 
the birth, refused, and is teaching 
Wills and Trusts this semester. 
Apparently, Weisberg and the 
administration differ on the mean-
ing of a phrase in the leave provi-
sion making the l6-week paid 
leave available for the period 
"before and/or immediately fol-
lowing" a birth. In Weisberg's 
view, the clause gives her a choice 
of time off before or after gi ving 
birth. In support of this interpre-
tation, Weisberg cites instances 
where other UC's have granted 
requests similar to hers: in 1985, 
for example, Boalt Hall's Dean 
Jesse Choper granted Professor 
AndreaPeterson a semester leave 
for the fall after the birth of her 
child at the close of the preceding 
spring semester. 
The Hastings administration, 
however, reads the words "imme-
diately following" literally; in its 
view, the three months of summer 
vacation Weisberg will have after 
giving birth precludes her from 
taking school time off after the 
baby is born. 
While Hastings General Coun-
sel Angele Khachadour declined 
to comment on the specifics of the 
case, she insisted to the Law News 
that the leave provision is applied 
with great variance throughout 
the UC system. Khachadoursaid 
the UC Faculty and Personnel 
Director's office at Berkeley told 
her that implementation of the 
provision was left up to individ-
ual departments on UCcampuses, 
and runs a wide spectrum of inter-
pretation from department to 
department within schools. 
Khachadour also noted that the 
provision at issue is not techni-
cally a maternity/paternity leave, 
but a separate and distinct provi-
sion for "modified" duty arrange-
ments for personnel needing time 
for pre-birth preparation or post-
birth care. ''That's not what ma-
ternity leave is all about," said 
Khachadour. The General Coun-
sel criticized both what she termed 
the rule's ambiguity and its in-
consistent application at different 
UC campuses, stating that Weis-
berg's request had been turned 
down "on the basis that it didn't 
fit the face [of the provision]." 
Khachadour also claims that 
the contested provision is part of 
a UC policy neither adopted by 
nor binding on Hastings. "Tech-
nically, this is not an official 
Hastings rule," she stated. "Nei-
ther the board nor the dean has 
adopted an official policy." 
Khachadour added that a faculty 
committee is being formed to work 
out a formal policy for Hastings 
faculty conduct and privileges. 
After the denial ofherrequest last 
semester, Professor Weisberg 
asked for a grievance hearing 
before the faculty executive 
committee. A 1970 Hastings 
Board of Directors bylaw gives 
faculty ｭ･ｭｾｲｳ＠ what seems to 
be an unqualified privilege of a 
"hearing by the appropriate 
committee ... of the faculty on any 
matter relating to personal, de-
partmental, or College welfare." 
Initially refused by the admini-
stration, the request was granted 
this spring, and a hearing on the 
issue will take place sometime 
near the end of the semester. 
Chaired by Professor Gordon 
Van Kessel, the executive com-
mittee is technically an advisory 
body; the final decision on any 
grievance rests with Dean Read. 
It is believed, however, that any 
faculty recommendations will be 
given careful consideration by the 
administration. The administra-
tion refused to comment on re-
ports that another faculty member 
in addition to Weisberg is appeal-
ing denial of a similar request 
Weisberg, who has retained coun-
sel, similarly declined to com-
ment on the case, stating only that 
"we are attempting to work this 
out with the administration. I am 




continued from p"ge 1 
this time, the Law News has 
learned. Provisions in the exist-
ing loan, held by West America 
Bank of Marin, required the Col-
lege to prepare to sell the proper-
ties upon the failure to secure a 
ground lease by Feb. The loan is 
secured by the College's West 
Block and McAllister Tower 
properties. The new loan, to be 
held by Security Pacific Bank, 
will advance more money to the 
College and provide the College 
with more time to develop the 
West Block properties, according 
to a highly-placed source. 
CAMPUS SECURITY OBSERVED a 
man posting white supremacist 
literature on a bulletin board in 
the 198 building basement, Read 
reported. Officers pursued the 
man and confronted him on Hyde 
Street. He refused to identify 
himself, and officers were power-
less to arrest him, since they lack 
peace officer status, according to 
Read. Director Joe Cotchett 
expressed outrage that Hastings 
security officers cannot make 
arrests in such circumstances. 
,Board members expressed their 
support for legislation granting 
Hastings security officers peace 
officer status which the College is 
seeking to have introduced. 
Wants to Thank All of The Hastings Graduates that 
have Already Made the California Choice -
Together We Will Make the CALIFORNIA BAR 
EXAM A "Once In A Lifetime Experience" 
ｾＮＮｲｅｒｓ Ｇ Ｍ 1-'800·272·7227 
April14,1989 
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Older Students Surveyed 
ing, led to significantly lower first 
year GPA's for some, they re-
ported. 
ASH Buys Art 
Will it be Hung? 
ASH Officers Elected 
included such issues as expanding 
course offerings, developing a 
WIder spectrum of career services 
options, and securing more space 
for student organizations, was 
optimistic about the coming year. 
"I'm looking forward to working 
with the new ASH Executive 
Council and general Council," she 
said. "I would like to hear from 
any student with ideas for the 
coming year." 
By Betsy Johnsen 
Staff WRITER 
Students over thirty are differ-
ent, according to an informal sur-
vey by the "Under 65 Club." Re-
turning from "real life" into an 
academic environment, especially 
one as competitive as Hastings, 
can be disorienting to those with 
children, jobs, house loans, and 
writing skills geared more toward 
office memos than blue books, 
the survey found. 
Almost 20% of Hastings stu-
dents are over thirty, forty two of 
whom recently completed the 
survey. The survey attempted to 
find out whether older students 
experienced special challenges 
due to their age and social status. 
A fIfth of the respondents reported 
no special problems, and one 
termed her age a "tremendous 
advantage." However,mostcited 
a wide range of issues they faced 
by being students at this time of 
life. 
The biggest problem reported 
was academic. Although halfhad 
advanced degrees, it had been up 
to 26 years (and an average of 9) 
since they were last in school. 
The time it takes to relearn such 
academic skills as taking an exam, 
writing papers, or simply study-
Said one, ''This school caters 
to every other minority interest 
except older, returning students, 
creating an unfair presumption 
that age and experience create an 
academic edge. Not so!" 
A bigger problem cited by 
others was a social life revolving 
around such events as "beer on 
the beach" geared toward younger 
crew. The socialization process 
in general, many felt, was ori-
ented to those who had not yet 
experienced full time jobs or a 
quieter social scene. 
Many of the older students, 
some on their second career, re-
ported job discrimination, and a 
feeling that they do not fit into the 
traditional jobs offered to "more 
malleable" younger candidates. 
One student, who was told he 
wouldn 'treceive an offer because 
of previous work experience, was 
nonetheless offered "help" by the 
recruiter in how to hide his age 
and prior employment on his res-
ume. 
Older students also face 
tougher fmancial burdens, the 
survey found. The fmancial 
budget used to determine aid pack-
Coli/iII Ned 011 page 10 
By Christina A. Dalton 
News EDrroR 
ASH last week voted $800 to 
purchase art works for the school. 
The two pieces chosen by the 
student council include "El Paseo 
del Siglo" (The Ride of the Cen-
tury), a silkscreen by Juana Al-
icia, and "Mother and Child," by 
Gloria Wingate. (Ms. Wingate, a 
local artist, is the wife of Hastings ' 
Professor Keith Wingate.) 
According to ASH Arts and 
Recreation Director Nanette 
Dumas, the decision to acquire 
the pieces was fueled by concern 
in the student council about en-
suring that Hastings' visual envi-
ronment represented avariety of 
cultural influences. "We think 
the art at Hastings should reflect 
the diversity of the student body," 
she said. "ASH's contribution 
will bea lasting legacy to Hastings 
on behalf of the ASH Council." 
One of three law schools in the 
country to have permanent col-
lections, Hastings collects art 
through a paid staff curator, Mrs. 
Ruth Schlesinger, who is the wife 
of Hastings Professor and Sixty-
Five Club member Rudolph Sch-
C ollli,,,ud 011 JHlge 10 
By Christina A. Dalton 
News EDrroR 
Hastings students chose a new 
ASH Executive Council April 4 
and 5 in the annual student body 
elections: Phyllis Bursh was 
elected President, Renee Fenton 
became Vice President, Jaynelle 
Bell won the office of Treasurer, 
and Rebecca Hardie became 
Secretary. Votes were cast by 323 
students, or 23% of the total stu-
dent body. 
Bursh, who served as ASH 
Treasurer this year, was unop-
posed at polling time. Law News 
Editor-in-Chief James Ballantine, 
who had declared candidacy for 
the office, withdrew from the race 
the morning of April 3 for per-
sonal reasons. Another presiden-
tial candidate, Bruce Peotter, had 
withdrawn several days earlier. 
Bursh, whose campaign platform 
Bursh added the following 
informational bulletin from ASH: 
Floors 3 and 3M will be reopening 
next weelc: following completion 
of asbestos removal operations in 
those spaces, and the fourth floor 
of McAllister Tower will remain 
open 24 hours a day. ASH is 
hoping to provide coffee and tea-
making facilities in the McAllister 
space and the Old and New Com-
mons areas for the duration of the 
finals period. 
Need Extra Money? 
If you were enrolled at Hastings prior to April 1988, you are eligible 
to me a claim for retroactive scholarship and/or loan assistance, 
according to Financial Aid Director Edward R. Gray. This assistance 
is from funds of the Hastings Scholarship & Loan Trust established 
by the College according to the court order settling the "West Block" 
controversy. To be eligible, you mustmeaclaim by April 30, 1989. 
Claim forms are available outside of room 323, 200 McAllister or by 
calling x4821 twenty-four hours a day. 
California BAR/BRI 
WOULD LIKE TO WISH HASTINGS 
STUDENTS GOOD LUCK 
ON THEIR FINAL EXAMS! 
ATTENTION BAR/BRI ENROLLEES: We have extended our tape listening 
hours for your convenience and help in preparing for your final exams: 
Monday and Wednesday - 9:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M. 
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
Saturday and Sunday - 9:30 A.M. - 4:30 P.M. 
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FEATURES 
Law Revue 
KLA W Presents a Night of Foolish Pleasure 
By David Glitzer 
STAfF WRITER 
and Dino Velez 
PEA 11JRES EDITOR 
Hastings students spend three 
arduous years hunched over their 
books because they're afraid to 
fall behind their retentive breth-
ren. Students gossip about their 
professors in hushed voices, even 
in the safe surroundings of their 
apartments. Yet, there are three 
rings in our law school careers 
that we openly make fun of: (A) 
Hastings - the school, (B) profes-
sors and their idiosyncrasies and 
(C) ourselves with no holds barred. 
On April Fool's eve, it was time 
again for KLA W, the Hastings 
Law Revue show. 
This year's event began on the 
Beach with a pre-show fete of 
beer and chips. The producers of 
the show must have known that a 
drinking crowd would bealaugh-
ing crowd. After surrendering 
their beers at the door, presuma-
bly from worries that they would 
become projectiles of overly zeal-
the sellout crowd was 
PHOTO BY EDWARD R. GRAY 
Professor Leo "Geraldo" Martinez leads/orum on Socratic method. 
Humor 
treated to an unexpectedly long 
delay. 
The show finally started off 
with a kick from Adam Warshaw 
and Daniel Barer's impersona-
tionofSaturday NightLive'smus-
c1ebound cement mixers, Hans 
and Franz. This hit the crowd's 
laugh button dead on the nose. 
Instead of pumping muscles they 
pumped puny grey cells and 
threatened to "Flunk (clap) You 
Out." 
Next, the audience sat on its 
hands as Professor Leo Martinez 
led a "Geraldo!" forum on So-
cratic method. Unfortunately, no 
chair throwing melees resulted 
and only the presence of young 
Professor David Faigman could 
turn on the peanut gallery. Sud-
denly, Jim Sowers leapt onstage 
armed with a thick German ac-
cent and conducted a Riesen-
feldian diatribe against Professor 
Massey, "You idiot! Students 
have a right to their opinion, but 
they also have arightto MY opin-
ion!" 
After a great "Columbo In-
vestigates the Palsgraf Case" 
promo, the show continued with a 
painfully true version of "The 
Dinging Game." Complete with 
heavy breathing law geek, the 
game struck home with a descrip-
New.Job Listings Brighten Hopes 
By James T. Schmid 
STAfF WRITER 
As the end of the school year 
rolls around, those of us who 
haven't yet found summer em-
ployment are beginning to reas-
sess the future. 
For some, the situation is not 
that bleak. Those with previous 
job experience will find that 
McDonalds and Burger King 
haven't started their summer hir-
ing yet, while those with initiative 
can rest assured that there are still 
plenty of homeowners looking for 
someone to mow their lawns. 
For others, however, the out-
look is more grim. If you're the 
kind of person who has to include 
your employment as an 8th grade 
school crossing guard in the 
"experience" section of your res-
ume, you will likely find thatmany 
legal employers are not including 
you in their plans this summer. 
Of course, an unpaid internship is 
always a possibility, but not if 
your last financial aid check will 
only buy enough oatmeal and 
potatoes to get you through mid-
June. 
Yet before those students 
despair, they should be aware that 
there are still some good jobs left 
for motivated and hard-working 
law students. Below is a list of 
just a few of the unique job oppor-
tunities now on file at the Career 
Center, many of which offer sub-
stantial pay, exciting working 
environments and excellent ex-
perience. Of course, many of 
them also ask the students to make 
some sacrifices, but anyone who 
otherwise faces a summer of ex-
treme poverty and destitution 
should fmd the experience worth-
while. 
Law clerk wanted for prestig-
ious law flITO in exciting metro-
politan area. Friendly working 
environment, short hours and 
possibility of partner-track posi-
tion after one summer. No expe-
rience necessary, high grades not 
required. $2,000 a week to start, 
plus medical, dental, sick leave 
and vacation benefits. Applicants 
must be willing to permanently 
relocate to Fargo, N.D. 
Corrupt judge seeks wily and 
deceitful students to help plan 
defense against charges of racket-
eering, perjury and public inde-
cency. Clerks will gain valuable 
experience destroying evidence, 
intimidating witnesses and frus-
trating the legal process. Stu-
dents should not have completed 
a Professional Responsibility 
course before beginning employ-
ment 
Boring law firm has positions 
open for students willing to work 
in highly complex and totally 
uninteresting areas of commer-
cial law. Repetitive tasks and 
virtually no responsibility are 
balanced by mediocre pay. Stu-
colllillued Oil poge 8 
tion of Catherine Dacre as the 
recruiter who made full partner 
after she was diagnosed as "com-
pletely incapable of bearing chil-
dren." 
The show plodded on with a 
disappointing, and drawn out 
"Jeopardy" skit, after which Barry 
Himmelstein and Adam Warshaw 
dusted off the "Wild and Crazy 
ｌ｡ｾｹ･ｲｳＢ＠ act to elicit mostly 
nostalgic laughs from those old 
enough to remember the Satur-
conlinued Oil poge 9 
Uncle Dave's Corner 
by David Finley 
School's Out •.• Forever 
I never thought I'd see the day 
That I'd be sad to go away. 
To leave this school. .. this life we lead 
I've prayed so long that I'd be freed. 
I arrived in August, '86 
It struck me then like a ton of bricks-
Law School's for those who savor pain 
I don't belong here ... catch me a plane! 
Three grueling years of intense competition 
Anything's easier (Like studying nuclear fission.) 
But I will survive, I said to myself 
It's only a drag for those who seek wealth. 
My plan was to pass ... that's all and no more 
With a C+ average ... (a respectable score!?) 
Do my three years, like a convict in jail 
Grab my bags and diploma ... and then just bail. 
Well no matter how hard I tried to skate by 
I got caught in the fray ... a hard core law guy. 
It enveloped my life, no time for my friends 
Just study and study ... and study again. 
Who needs to sleep? Why have a beer? 
Self discipline you say? (Motivation by fear!) 
Fear of the failure, I guess you could say 
Or fear to be called at random some day-
"And you in the back ... " cracked a voice like dead wood 
"Tell me the holding in Bell versus Hood." 
"Uh oh!" I'd think as the class turned around 
"Mffmp .. .I mean ... Duhhh," my most relevant sound. 
Then one day a strange thought filled my head 
After this, no more school, till the day that I'm dead. 
It seems kind of sad to be through with scholastics 
No classrooms and teachers and mental gymnastics. 
Since I was young I've been gathering knowledge 
From first grade to high school and now Hastings College. 
I know it seems weird to see things this way 
But this thought won't escape me come graduation day. 
From now on it's real life, no more sheltered schools 
It's swim or just sink in this world full of fools. 
School was a drag ... but it also was fun 
With hundreds of friends and spring breaks in the sun. 
So now no more classes (and no long vacations) 
For the rest of our lives locked in little work stations. 
With a few measly weeks of vacation per year 
To waste all our money and drink Spanish beer. 
So what is my poir.t? Why write this poem? 
I guess just to bring one fmal thought home. 
Believe it or not. .. this wasn't so bad 
Some day we'll look back and feel kind of sad. 
The fun part is over ... now starts the game 
And yes I hate law school. (But I'm glad that I came.) 
.:. 
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Just Because 
What Are the Words? 
By Dino Velez 
PEA TIJRES EDITOR 
Many critics of lawyers 
ask, "What do people learn in law 
school anyway?" Of course, one 
could spout legal theories up the 
yin-yang, but I've learned to live 
better through the wisdom of the 
bright and funny people who are 
my professors and colleagues. For 
example, when I took constitu-
tional law from Professor Ray 
Forrester he'd always ask, "What 
are the words?" Professor For-
rester's wisdom obviously helps 
one dissect and apply rules. Yet, 
I'd already learned the value of 
words a year earlier from Jeff 
Koppelmaa. Jeffkeeps a book of 
quotes, so that he doesn' t forget 
the lessons of daily existence. I 
remember some lessons too ... 
"You're too into this place. 
It's not that great. We just come 
here during the day to spend some 
time." Dean Schmidt, third-year 
and existentialist. 
Dean had a good perspective 
from the start because he knew 
Restaurant Scene 
that law school wasn' t a life or 
death emergency We work hard, 
but we're doing quite well (in the 
grand scheme of things). We have 
too little time to worry about how 
we're doing. Just keep doing ... 
"Is there a contract?" Profes-
sor Shattuck 
"No." Alison Scott, third-year 
and pragmatist. 
Of course, Professor Shattuck 
wanted to know more, but Alison 
gave him the best answer she could 
(at the time). We need to know 
how and when to say "no" be-
cause we have limited amounts of 
energy and seemingly endless 
obligations. If we just say "no" 
we'll never have to apologize for 
malting empty promises ... 
"Let's go down to Tommy's 
Joynt, slap down the VISA card, 
and drink' til we're blind." David 
Winton, third-year and sometime 
cynic. 
A few of us were frustrated 
during our study group, so David 
decided that we needed a break. 
David is an intense worker, buthe 
knows how to have a good time, 
too. Sometimes we need to have 
fun. Live a little ... 
"Professor Shattuck, what 
would you tell your client in this 
case?" 
"Relax bub!" Professor Shat-
tuck, sage. 
Simply, be objective and rea-
sonable ... 
"Lawyers are the biggest 
bunch of mischiejmakers in the 
world." Professor Boorstyn, 
hipster. 
Let the other guy worry about 
screwing up. Cover your ass ... 
"Find a place you'd like to be 
and go there. Find someone to 
spend time with and spend it with 
them." Professor Forrester,your 
favorite uncle. 
Prof. Forrester said that he 
didn't want us to make the same 
mistakes that he had made. Pay 
heed to his words ... 
"You're missing the point of 
the ride." Professor Jung, your 
friend's older brother. 
Don't ... 
Academy Grilled 
the Academy's catalogue),didn't 
know the menu, was easily flus-
tered and timed his ordering so 
that our entrees came out 15 
minutes apart. 
By Matthew D. Davis 
EXECUIlVE EDITOR 
Every law student deserves an 
occasional meal that costs more 
than $3.50. But when you are in 
the mood to splurge, be wary of 
theCalifomiaCulinary Academy 
Grill. 
The Academy operates three 
restaurants, including the Grill, 
as a teaching facility for aspiring 
chefs. TheAcademyhasareputa-
tion for training excellent cooks. 
Unfortunately, aImosteverything 
about our lunch was tinged by 
amateurism. The food looked and 
tasted like it was cooked and 
served by, well, students. 
The Grill offers a diverse se-
lection of appetizers ($3 to $5), 
entrees ($6 to $8) and dessens ($2 
to $4). Our group gave mixed 
reviews to everything. For in-
stance, the fresh fruit salsa appe-
tizer had an intriguing sound and 
a good taste. But why does a 
culinary school serve this with 
chips that look like they came out 
ofthebottomofaLauraScudders 
bag? Thecornmeal pancakes with 
salmon and dill sauce was the best 
dish of the afternoon. The mes-
quite-grilled chicken was good, 
nevertheless, I fmd it infuriating 
thal future chefs are taught to save 
entrees with a blase rice pilaf that 
was obviously scooped out of a 
steam kettle. The fresh fish of the 
day, swordfish, was dry. Four 
out of five restaurants are gUilty 
of over-cooking fish, but this sin 
shouldn't happen at a place that 
holds itself out as a "Culinary 
Academy." Overall presentation 
was haphazard: you cannot fill an 
empty-looking plate by slappmg 
on a large sprig of parsley. 
The Grill, located m the base-
ment of the Academy, has a full 
bar and dark wood decor, making 
it an excellent spot for happy hour. 
But the place appears a little 
downtrodden when sit down 
I've received many reportS of 
wonderful meals atthe Academy. 
The elegant upstairs dmmg room 
may serve a more consistent menu 
and it's not much moreexpensive 
than the Grill. Nevertheless, for 
those who want to treat them-
selves, I cannot whole-heartedly 
recommend the Grill when there 
are other sure bets, such as Stars' 
Cafe, Sputinos or Max's Opera 
Cafe in the same vicinity . I sus-
pect that the Academy is a lot like 
The Califor,ua CuJiruJry Acadony Grill Ollhe comer o/Turk. and Polk. 
for lunch. The wood needs dust- Hastings. Some?f its students 
ing bus trays are spilling over and bring a sense of pnde and profes-
the'tabletops are of formica. sionalism to ｾ･ｩｲ＠ ｾｌｕ､ｩ･ｳＮ＠ Others 
The service tried hard-that's schlep by, ､ｯｾｧ＠ Just enough to 
the best that can be said for it Our pass. If you ru.ne on a. day ｷｨ･ｾ＠
waiter probably a wanna-be chef the first group IS ｷｯｲｬ｣ｩｮＸｲｾ･ｮ＠ 1t 
･ｮｲｯｬｬｾ＠ in the mandatory "lntro- is likely to be a ｧｾ＠ eltpenence. 
duction to Table Service" class Unfortunately, we hit the placeon 
(ho tl this course appears in a day when the latter were on nes Y, shill 
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Question Man 
By John Andrews 
What would you be doing if you didn't have to 




Possibly painting office 
buildings for half of the 
summer and salmon 
fishing for the rest" 
Sandra Khoo, 2nd yr. 
"Playing with my nephews 
in Hong Kong, which IS my 
home town. Also, I 
wouldn't mind waterskiing 
and playing mah-jong every 
day." 
Ann Cheddar, 2nd yr. 
"Easy! Backpacking through 
Europe. I'd hang out on the 
nude beaches, meet new 
people, and eat great food" 
Joel Siegel 1 st yr. 
"Doing shots in Las Hadas, 
tanning in the Bahamas, 
eating in Milan and shop-
ping in New York. But I'll 
be working in L.A: 
Andy Michael, 3rd yr. 
"I would be using the dollar 
where it has the most 
punch-in Mexico. I'd 
become fluent in Spanish 
and visit the Yucatan ." 
Richard Dominguez 
1 st yr. 
"I would go to Australia to 
rough it In the Outback and 
lounge on the beaches: 
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OPINION 
Letter From the Basement 
This month's letter from the basement is also this month's staff 
editorial because ... well because when you are the editor you can do 
that. Actually, this month's staff editorial is not by the Law News 
staff because it's about them. 
This is the last Law News issue of the year, an appropriate placeto 
pay tribute to the people who brought you the Law News every month 
this year. Whether you liked what you saw in the paper or hated it, or 
both, you have to admit that the paper was at least on occasion 
informative, provocative, and entertaining. As much as I'd like to 
take credit for this paper, I can't. All I did was write a few stories, sell 
a few ads, and [most important to our staff] order dinner during long 
production evenings. The real work and talent was contributed by our 
writers, editors, and production staff. 
Particular credit goes to staff members who every month dedi-
cated long hours to production, despite the deprivation of sleep, food, 
class attendance, and a rational environment. Locked up in the 
basement Law News office, these people went for days without 
seeing natural sunlight. They include: Matthew Davis, our Execu-
tive Editor who did everything from supplying us with pens to 
planning major sections of the paper, provided leadership and reason 
that played a major role in shaping our story and editorial policy for 
the better. I have seen no student at this school who has been more 
dedicated or provided more service to the College than Matthew has. 
John Andrews, our Production Editor and computer whiz, helped 
develop the overall look of the paper, provided all of the great 
computer graphics, and laidouton the computer justaboutevery inch 
of the Law News that was printed this year. And John never knew 
what a great photographer he was until we forced him on the streets 
with a camera to do Question Man. Christina Dalton, our News 
Editor and gonw investigative reporter in the Woodward & Bernstein 
and Hunter S. Thompson tradition, was someone who we could 
always send out on a story to get [in Cee's words] "great dish" on 
some important ｩｳｳｵｾｳ＠ affecting Hastings. Of course, 90% of this we 
couldn 'tprint, but she still wrote great stories with the other 10% [and 
the staff had a great time knowing what the libelous details of what 
I was ｾｧｯｩｮｧ＠ on around herel. Dino Velez, aside from having a great-looking features section, was the only editor to have most ofhis 
stuff in on time. I hope that Dino' s section entertained yQU, because 
he always entertained Y£ during production, especially by providing 
the tunes for production. [By the way, Dino, theed board voted your 
box as production entertainment for next year-but you can come 
visit it.] Philip Sinco did everything from writing stories, to com-
putertypesetting ads and copy, to paste-up, and a whole bunch of stuff 
which we never even knew about. If Philip hadn't organized so many 
of the details we never would have gotten one issue out on time. 
Other notables who weren't around during production as much 
[wisely], but generously contributed their help, include: Eva Monte, 
our advertising editor, who helped keep us financially solvent [espe-
cially important since ASH wouldn 't help] and was always willing to 
pitch in to keep our office organized and functioning; Dee Ware, our 
copy editor who, with an iron fist gripping a red pen, forced us to 
follow correct AP sty Ie; Greg Scott, our opinions editor, of whom we 
never saw much due to his externship with some judge, but whose 
opinion section articles mysteriously appeared in the office around 
the deadlines; and Terri Murray, our assistant copy editor who spent 
hours in front of a computer screen making sure copy got corrected. 
A special tribute goes to Chris Palermo, our Washington Corre-
spondent and Editor Emeritus, who Chris never complained aboutall 
of the late night calls for technical help during the first few months of 
the year, as we were trying to figure out what we were doing. As editor 
of the top award-winning paper, Chris always had an answer. 
Thanks also goes to our regular contributors, including William 
Andrews, Drew Bendon, David Finley ,David Glitze, Betsy Johnsen, 
David Krausz, Joni Leventis, Laura Russo, James Schmid, Tracy' 
Thomas, and Chris Vanderlaan, and to all of our guest contributors 
who brought their diverse viewpoints to these pages. 
We wish the best to our graduating 3d years, as they venture off 
into the real world, and look forward to having the rest of our staff 
back next year. 
If you liked the paper [and even if you didn't] please thank the 
members of our staff for all of their contributions. They deserve it. 
JPB 
Letters to the Editor 
Two Tests; One Curve meritorious claims may have 
divergent outcomes due to the 
Dear Editor, procedural tactics employed. Two 
I would like to bring to the separate tests were administered. 
attention of the Hastings' com- The distinction between them 
munity an event that adversely while not substantive was cer-
affected one-twelfth of the first tainly material. However, they 
year class academically, late last were both graded on the same 
December. It concerns the ad- scale. Thisoutcomeclearlypreju-
ministration of two different ex- dices one class half. This result is 
aminations to the alphabetically unfair in a system which so highly 
divided halves of one class. regards examination grades, a 
Substantively, both class halves point difficult to refute when so 
received the same examination. many benefits and opportunities 
The disparity occurred due to a are based solely on these objec-
procedural mishap of some sig- tive criteria of legal acumen. 
nificance. The mistake should never have 
prior to a test's administration. 
Notice of these rules should be 
given to all parties involved and 
ideally should be reprinted every 
exam period in the Examination 
Information pamphlet produced 
by the Records Department. This 
prejudice against a class of exam-
inees must not occur again. 
Joseph K. Falwn 
Church & State Separation? 
[The following is a letter sent to 
Dean Read of which theLaw News 
received a copy]. 
The test by design was bifur- occurred. Students in both sec- Dear Dean Read: 
cated. The frrst part consisted of tionsadmonished their respective Americans United for Separa-
twenty-five objective questions. proctors of the proper administra- tion of Church and State is a non-
The second part contained two profit educational organization, 
essay questions. The professor founded in 1947, dedicated to 
intended the two parts to be preserving the constitutional prin-
administered sequentially and ciple of church - state separation. 
mutualiyexclusiveofoneanother. Americans United has about 
The objective questions were to 50,000 members nationwide. I 
be answered frrst, upon their am vice president of the San Fran-
completion, students were to cisco Bay Area Chapter. I also 
contemporaneously exchange all am a 1988 graduate of Hastings 
their part one test materials for College of the Law and an associ-
part two. Mandatorily, all stu- ate with the law frrm of Cooper, 
dents had to surrender part one White & Cooper in San Fran-
after forty-five minutes had cisco. I am writing about the 
elapsed and begin work on part convocation ceremony held in 
two of the examination. Unfortu- your honor on Saturday, March 4, 
nately, the professor's instructions 1989. 
were not uniformly carried out. When I entered the Louis B. 
The test was administered in ac- Mayer Auditorium shortly after 
cordance with the above plan to three o'clock on that afternoon, I
onl y one class half. The students was looking forward to sharing in 
in that half were denied the sec- tive procedure, only one proctor your celebration. I also was look-
ond part of the examination until heeded the students' instructions. ing forward to meeting you for 
the entire forty-five minute Further, once the issue was the frrst time at the reception fol-
"maximum" limit had expired, brought up neither proctor con- lowing the convocation. How-
regardless of their efficiency, ferred with the other to make a ever, my pleasant anticipation 
while students in the other half uniform determination, even upon turned to shock and dismay when 
were allowed to proceed to part a student request. While I am I perused the program for the 
two as soon as they finished with upset that the error occurred, I convocation and discovered that 
part one. The prejudice is obvi- realize there is little that can be that an invocation and a benedic-
ous. Some students were able to done upon review. Due to tion by a religious minister had 
move directly into the essay por- Hastings' relative grading system been scheduled. 
tion of the examination without any attempt to remedy the prob- You may not be aware that I 
delay while the others were com- lem after the fact would adversely led a successful fight to have 
pelled to wait. This procedural affect another student. The solu- scheduled official prayers re-
error effectively reduced the al- tion is prevention, not remedial moved from the Hastings gradu-
lotted time limit for the entire test action. My concern is that there is ation ceremony in 1988. Mr. 
for one-half of the class. Some no College policy to deal with this Albert C. Walker, president of 
students urrendered their part one type of problem which has such our Americans United chapter, 
answers and simply relaxed in the severe consequences. The Col- and Mr. Alan L. Schlosser, staff 
hall during the improperly im- lege must promulgate guidelines counsel for the American Civil 
posed intermission. This inequi- on settling such discrepancies Contillued 011 page 11 
table ｾ､ｭｩｮｩｳｴｲ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ created ap- ｲ［ＺＺＺ］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］ｾ＠
proximately a twenty minutedif- Letters to the Editor 
ferential, at the extreme, among 
students individually and proba-
bly a twelve to fifteen minute 
difference9 0n the average. 
Ironically, this was a civil 
procedure xamination. A course 
which teaches that two equally 
Letters are accepted from anyone but must be typed or legibly handwrit-
ten double-spaced. Letters should be clearly marked as such and must bear 
the writer's signature, name, and telephone number. Frequcent or lengthy 
contributors will be limited to ensure that a forum is available to everyone. 
Wecannotprint letters without signatures, but names will be withheld upon 
request if the circumstances warrant such action. Letters do not represent 
the opinion of the Law News. its staff, or Hastings College of the Law. 
ｾ］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］ｾ＠
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Who Decides When Life Begins? Word from ｗｾｳｨｩｮｧｴｯｮ＠
By Drew Bendon internal credibility as a result of We as a society have yet to The Court s Future: 
STAFF WRITERS the way he handled the Iran hos- come to a consensus as to the 
On April 26, 1989 the U.S. 
tage crisis. Now, three Ronald answer to the question of when 
Reagan Supreme Court appoint- life begins. For each opinion in 
ees may overturn Roe v. Wade. society there are individuals who 
Answering Cry for Justice? 
. Supreme Court may make one of 
the most pivotal decisions of this 
century, The Court has elected to 
hear arguments in a Missouri case 
(Webster v. Reproductive Health 
Services) on such issues as: 
whether a State may require ex-
pensive and potentially danger-
ous medical tests in late term 
abortions; whether State subsi-
dized family planning counselors 
may be forbidden from discuss-
ing abortion as an option forpreg-
nant women; whether the State 
may forbid a woman who can pay 
for the procedure to have an abor-
tion in a public facility; and, per-
haps most importantly, whether a 
State may declare that life begins 
at conception. 
Are these Justices indicative of will adamantly espouse confllct- By Chris Palermo 
modem Arnericansentiment? Do ing views. How should the judi- WASffil';GTON CORRE.SPOXDE. .... ,. 
they represent a more valid the- ciary respond to this schism? And 
oryofconstitutionaladjudication? what will this response say about 
Or are they merely the pivotal the nature of our society? 
votes on the most significant Much more is at staJce in this 
Supreme Court decision of our decision than whether States have 
generation because of some freak the right or responsibility to de-
accident of politics? termine the legality of abortion. 
Thereareanynumberofargu-What is at staJce is who deter-
ments which can be advanced on mines when life begins. The 
either side of the abortion issue. ramifications of a court decision 
The two most viable arguments affecting that determination are 
are: 1) that the State has an obli- staggering. 
Sixteen years have passed 
since Roe v. Wade was decided. 
In the interim, a number of sig-
nificantpolitical events have taJcen 
place. Most political pundits 
believe that Gerald Ford lost the 
presidential election to Jimmy 
Carter because he pardoned 
Nixon. Carter, in tum, lost to 
Ronald Reagan because he lost 
gation to protect the lives of its By determining that this is a 
citizens, and 2) that a woman has legislative decision the Court 
the right to determine what will would not only put socIety in the 
happen toherown body. The first unenviable position of having to 
argument presupposes that the deal with the effects of a decade 
unborn fetus is a human life. The and a half of legalized abortion 
second argument assumes, a1- and its sigmficant impact on 
though not necessarily, that the modem society, but it would also 
unborn fetus is too inextricably be asserting that a majority could 
intertwined with the mother to be decide for each individual a ques-
a life of its own. The crux of this tion of profound philosophical 
conundrum, then, is whether the import, a question without an 
fetus is a human being, or rather objectively determinable solution. 
who will decide whether the fetus The judiciary must choose to 
IS a human being. either protect the autonomy of 
,...-------------------------. each individual or to defer to the 
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"From dialogue comes truth" 
legislative and therefore majori-
tarian determination of when life 
begins. The value of individual 
autonomy is indescribable. Def-
erence to legIslative determlOa-
uons reflects the majoritarian vIew 
of the most effiCient organization 
of sOCIety under the circum-
stances. The efficient organiza-
tion of socIety is of unquestion-
able value. To put this determina-
tion in Posnenan terms the judici-
ary must decide whether the value 
of individual autonomy in this 
sItuation is greater than the ma-
joritarian view of the most effi-
cient organization of society. Like 
most (all?) legal questions pos-
ited in Posnerian terms the vari-
ables are not universally quantifi-
able and therefore the cquauon is 
universally unsolvable. The jus-
tices will ulumately make a nor-
mative decision based on their 
own interpretations of the com-
peting interests and their own 
determinations of when life be-
ｧｩｮｾＮ＠
The quesuons the justices ul-
timately must answer are ones 
which weall should ask ourselves 
before attempting to discuss the 
abortion issue. How much do we 
as individuals value our freedom, 
and are we willing to subjugate 
our autonomy to majoritarian 
principles? 
The abortion debate is not sim-
ply over the sanctity of life. If it 
were there would likely be a uni-
col&lUuad Oil page II 
Predicung the outcome of 
pending U.S SupremeCouncases 
is a favorite pastime of Washing-
ton commentators. Like gamblers 
betting at the track, Court watch-
ers engage in both cool, calculat-
ing analysis and wildly random 
guesswork. The Missouri abor-
tion rights case,to be argued April 
26, brought the pundits out in 
droves. Putting the merits of the 
Missouri caseaside, alarger ques-
tion is presented: what does the 
future hold for the Court ? 
During the second half of the 
20th centurylhe mass media have 
exposed many government insti-
tutions to popular scrutiny for the 
first time, including the Supreme 
Court. That exposure has ignited 
a flCestorm of commentary about 
the basic direction the Court 
should taJce whether it should 
return to the "activist" jurispru-
dence thought to guide it dunng 
the Warren years, whether it 
should subscribe to "judicial re-
straint" or some other philoso-
phy. Thus, newly graduated 
Hastings lawyers and all attor-
neys should reexamine the juris-
prudence debate to understand 
how (and if) justice is achieved in 
America. 
The dawn of popular interest 
in the Court's operations and 
decisions came in 1936, when 
President Roosevelt proposed 
"packing" the Court to counter 
the perceived' ideological bias 
expressed in Schecter Poultry and 
other anu-New Deal cases. In 
1954, the Court thrust itself into 
the popular spotlight by render-
ing a deciSIOn which split the 
nation as ｦ･ｷ｣｡ｾ･ｳ＠ have Brown v. 
Board ofEducatwn, a ruling partly 
grounded on IOloglcal research 
rather than pure legal precedent 
(the famous "footnote II" refer-
ence) Twenty years later came 
Roe v Wade, followed by criti-
cISm that the Court had metamor-
pho iz.ed into a "supeclegislature." 
In all these case , the Court 
endured volumlOous, stinging 
criticism charging that ithad 
sought to craft social pollcy in 
circum vention of the legislative 
arena. Throughout the Warren 
era, conservatives renewed calls 
for "restraint," culminating 10 the 
highly publicized attemptofPresi-
dent Nixon to tip the ideological 
balance by appointment of "strict 
constructionists. " 
Yet throughout the century, 
the Court handed down relativel . 
few truly "activist" deciSIOns 
cutting to the heart of fundamen-
tal social policy questions. Thou-
sands of important or briefly-
. controversial cases were quickly 
forgotten. Whatever the proce-
dural, formal Importance of Ene 
v. Tompkins or Owen Equipment 
v. Kroger for basic legal practice, 
Brown v. Board of Education. 
Miranda v. Arizona, and Roe v. 
Wade have meant more. 
Now the pendulum may have 
swung back toward the center, in 
part influenced by the mass me-
dia and the collective public will. 
Americans understand keenly that 
Coundecisions, though grounded 
on precedent, reflect a consensus 
of opinions contrived by individu-
als, not dryly rational exposition 
of unchanging rule so flaw. Cases 
presenting questions whIch tempi 
the Justices to formulate social 
policy such as the MIssouri abor-
tion case are subject to "strict 
scrutiny" by the public. Rightly 
so, the Court's decisional meth-
odology is derived, in part, from 
public values and perceptions. 
Thus new lawyers and sea· 
soned professionals mustremem-
ber that the Court conunues to 
express a jurisprudence. The 
Court's philosophy may seem to 
be m flux, and may be mcapablc 
cf a single, convenient label (For 
exam pic, the Burger years could 
be labeled "activist" or "re 
strained", dependmg on the cases 
supporting the label. Analyzinga 
Court's jurisprudence simply 
takes time and study.) Although 
we cannot yet anal yze the Court's 
emerging juri prudence, we truly 
can affect it. 
Furthermorc, jUrisprudential 
values often provideacritical, but 
unstated, basis for decISIon. The 
Court's mouvation may lie be-
tween the lines, and If so, Its 
motivation explains its written 
rauonale. So all lawyer mu. t 
understand the Court's juri pru-
dence as much as they do the 
black letter of its precedents. 
What does the future hold for 
the Court ? An evolvtngJunspru-
dence, haped by Hasungs' new 
graduates. Yet the cry of future 
citizens will echo that of all who 
have been accused or sued: the 
cry is justice. We should strive to 
forcetheCourt'sjun prudence to 
an wer that cry. 
Editor's Note: Christopher 
Palemw is a third-year Hastings 
student studying at Catholic U ni-
versify of AmerICa this year 
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Mr. Manners Foolish Law Revue 
conlinued from page 4 
day Night Live skits. Wes Over-
son, the "illegitimate son of Don 
Pardo," kept the show moving by 
using his great voice to punctuate 
the audio filler between skits. 
lotto, got a good guffaw just be-
cause it's twue, it's twue. The 
"Creative Grading Competition" 
winners followed, and sharp in-
vestigative reporting discovered 
Walsh's Staircase Method, Ti-
erney's I Ching Method, and 
grand prize winner Rothwell's 
High-Tech Bingo Ball Method. 
A Trip to the Bathroom 
The musical "Tax Simplifica-
tion," featuring a cross between 
the Oompa Loompas and Mary 
Poppins received the crowd's 
accolades for the simple fact that 
Bruce Davis, Claudia Gorham and 
Daniel Torrence could actually 
wrap their mouths around such 
long-and-drawn-out words. 
On came four Hastings hicks, 
and w hat started out as The Judds 
with a hangover turned into one 
of the show's highpoints. Al-
though the voices didn't always 
mesh and one or two of the gals 
were late with a line, they turned 
in a sparkling performance (for 
law students) with "I Fall to 
Pieces" and ''Those Memories." 
Once again, KLAW put itself 
in a hole by trying to live up to 
Saturday Night Live' s "Weekend 
Update" by presenting "News 
Briefs." Most of the material was 
two-dimensional, a little flat, but 
"grade scratchers," the law school 
The show wound up on a high 
note with a lampoon of Law News 
Pink Flamingo Award Winner, 
Professor Tierney. The sketch 
"Mr. Tierney's Closet" featured a 
galavanting Barry Himmelstein 
leading the full cast in a song and 
dance number to Tierney's theme 
song "Plaid" (sung to the tune of 
Michael Jackson's "Bad"). "I'm 
plaid, I'm really really plaid ... " 
So, all in hand the students 
had made a little fun of the profes-
sors and themselves aIJd the last-
month tension has been assuaged 
for a short while. Like the finale 
of "Footloose," someone yelled 
"Let's dance!" All the chairs dis-
appeared and the bands wisely 
followed up on the opportunity to 
play for a happy, well-lubed 
crowd. 
Announcements 
Heinz Klug, editor-in-chief of the Hastings International 
Comparative Law Review, and Professor Ray Forrester will 
speak at the 1989 Hastings Commencement. The third year 
class voted for Klug, who before law school was an ahti-
apartheid journalist in his native South Africa, and Forrester, 
who teaches constitutional law. to join the Reverend Jesse 
Jackson in addressing the audience gathered for graduation 
ceremonies on Monday. May 22 at Davies Symphony Hall. 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
Maintenance worker Willie Johnson is retiring effective July 
6, after sixteen years of service to the college. 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
Student Information Center Director Billie Lindh this week 
received the top staff award given by the 1066 Foundation. 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
By Richard Manners 
GUEST WRITER 
Editor'sNote: This article was 
originally slated for the April 
Fool's edition of the Raw News. 
Due to its serious subject matter, 
parental guidance is advised. 
Okay. You've been to Beeron 
the Beach (and it wasn't even 
cancelled) 
That wasn't nearly enough to 
quench your thirst, so you hit 
happy hour at Margaritaville. 
Now you're standing in the 13% 
and you know one thing for sure, 
you gotta go! 
No matter where or who you 
are, from Top of the Mark to 
Herrington's, from Dean Read to 
the last student in the third year 
class, it' sagood bet that if you are 
in a bar, at some time in the night 
you're going to make a field trip 
to the bathroom. Since you are 
probably going to wait in a line to 
reach your fmal destination, don 't 
just walk in and walk out. Spend 
some quality time exploring this 
much maligned bar necessity. 
Depending on the quality of 
the bar you're in, there may be a 
man to greet and meet you as you 
enter the john. If the door is 
stained oak and labelled with a 
gold placard, the man will proba-
bly be in a uniform and thor-
oughly deferential; this man 
should be tipped heavily because 
if you don't he may spread nasty 
rumors about your manhood or 
lack of it If, on the other hand the 
bathroom door is a an old sheet, 
and the man is slumped on the 
floor with his head against the 
tile, tip him heavily because you 
Hastings students will have the opportunity to participate might end up like that by the end 
in an exchange program with the University of British Colom- of the night. 
bia Law School. Dean Read is expected to announce this With a quick glance at the 
new program within the next few weeks. mirror you notice that you look 
ｾ］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］ｾ＠ good even going to the bathroom. 
If you're like most males you 




Stressed out and overwelmed by the 
demands of law school? 
I use hypnosis and stress management techniques to help 
students make their work load manageable and reduce their 
anxiety so that they can perform at their maximum ability. 
I also work with weight reduction, smoking cessation, and 
poor self-esteem. 
12 years varied experience. 
Reasonable rates, insurance accepted. 
For information call 383-1985. 
sidle up to an empty urinal and 
with a quick zip and flip, you 
begin. Now is the hard part Bath-
room etiquette requires that you 
look neither to the left or the right; 
you don't want to invade any-
body's space. You'vegoltostare 
straight ahead, although staring at 
the ceiling is also an option. 
Hopefully you lucked out and got 
the urinal that was last used by a 
bathroom philosopher. These are 
individuals more experienced than 
yourselves for they come prepared 
with pens and wonderful witti-
cisms. They feel compelled to 
share with the world, for as 
Nietzche once said, "Give me the 
bathroom and I'll show you the 
world." 
ｾ］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］］ｾ＠
These john philosophers are 
never at a loss for words. If you 
happen to have a penchant for 
these types of quips just remem-
ber proper spelling is next to 
godliness. But please be original. 
Some guy has written "Van Halen 
Rules!" in every bathroom in the 
free world. (He's also in the Pee-
ing Hall of Fame.). 
Song lyrics are passe, political 
quips, especially shots at the cur-
rent White House, are 100 easy, 
and NO STUPID SPORTS 
QUOTES. Remember qUality not 
quantity is what is required. 
Some individuals may use the 
stalls but they won't be discussed 
here because I would rather call it 
a night then take my chances in an 
enclosed space. 
A shake, a shiver and a zip-
voila!- you're done (or so you 
thin1c). As you wash your hands in 
the sink, trying to scrub anything 
you might have picked up, a quick 
glance to the left reveals a new 
sight in most restrooms. In the 
fight against unwanted teet! preg-
nancies and SID's (sexually 
transmitted diseases) most bars 
have installed condom machines. 
For the low, low price of four 
little quarters any bar patron can 
protect himself arid the ones they 
loveorhavejustmet Forjournal-
istic reasons only, this reporter 
purchased one of these "love 
gloves." Alas this necessity was 
found to hold less than a gallon of . 
water before it burst But then 
again what do you expect from a 
rainbow colored prophylactic 
produced by Jocko's Rubbers of 
Bayonne, New Jersey. (For those 
especially adventurous individu-
als out there, the french ticklers 
don't) 
With a last glance around the 
room for a paper towel and a 
quick wipe of your hands across 
the back of your jeans you are 
ready to bid the bathroom a fond 
adieu, until next you meet-in 
approximately 5 minutes. 
Top Ten Bathrooms or Wall 
Graffitti in S. F. from the home 
office in Scranton Pa. 
10. The unisex bathroom at the 
13 % where you can go or you can 
get 
9. The water closet at the Savoy, 
they're too trendy to call it a head 
8. "I'm pink thereforeI'm Spam" 
7. "Don't look up here, the joke is 
in your hand" 
6. The bathroom upstairs at the 
Paradise, it seats three, and the 
door locks 
5. "Ifyou'reayoung stud looking 
for action then meet me here at..." 
4. The "de-watering hole" at the 
Holy Cow, just through those 
swinging doors 
3."l'm 12 inches of Love" 
2. The pallets in the bathroom at 
the Lost and Found Cafe (believe 
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Unique Job Opportunities 
conlinued from page 4 
dents will have opportunities to 
mix socially with attorneys and 
clients, who include CPA's, in-
surance salespersons and morti-
cians. 
Exxon in-bouse counsel ook-
ing for students interested in 
environmental law to help defend 
greedy company's reckless and 
unconscionable actions in creat-
ing huge oil spill in extremely 
fragile Alaskan ･｣ｯｳｹｳｴ･ｾＮ＠ Lack 
of concern for endangered spe-
cies and insensitivity to the plight 
of local fishermen are more im-
portant than high grades. 
Public interest haw firm 
wants to hire non-competitive, 
politically-correct New Age law 
students to empower others to 
visualize peace and use non-sen-
suous massage techniques as a 
way of resolving legal conflicts. 
Applicants should be in touch with 
themselves as well as the world 
around them, and should know as 
little about the law as possible to 
avoid preconceived notions about 
how a legal system should oper-
ate in what is obviously a milita-
ristic and morally bankrupt pre-
Marxist society. 
. Long hours and low pay 
offered to students unable to find 
any other kind of work. Stingy 
law firm has positions for clerks 
to do whatever they're told to do 
without any griping and willing 
to accept little more than a crust of 
bread for their efforts. Corporate 
dining room offers free mid-day 
porridge to all clerks, who are 
never allowed to leave the office 
during their term of employment 
April 14. 1989 
Fitness 
Exercise: The Healthy Addiction 
By Joni Leventis 
STAfF WRITER 
When we hear the word fit-
ness, mostofus immediately think 
of lean, muscular bodies. Our 
second thoughts lead us to the the 
health benefits that fitness brings. 
Yet, few of us understand that 
The brain releases endor-
phins which kill pain and 
tranquilize. 
exercise brings mental well-being. 
Doctors recommend a well-
rounded fitness program to con-
dition your heart and lungs. 
Exercise benefits your body by 
lowering your pulse and blood 
pressure, as well as reducing stress 
leveJs.--acommoncauseofhealth 
problems. Fitness not only im-
proves your health, it also im-
proves your appearance. Let's 
face it. We all want to look our 
best, and makes us look and feel 
healthy. But the physical benefits 
are only the beginning. 
We spend our days immersed 
in classes, working and studying. 
Working out is the one time of the 
day when you can relax yourbrain 
and work your body. While you 
exercise you can go over the events 
of your day and place them into 
context. One of the key causes of 
stress is the inability to view things 
objectively. By removing our-
selves from everyday hassles, we 
are able to throwaway our sub-
jective opinions and look at things 
in a better lighL Optimism is an 
excellent way to reduce stress. 
This mental benefit stems not only 
from our conscious abilities, but 
also comes from thebody'sphysi-
cal reaction. 
Aerobic exercise at a proper 
level for an extended period of 
time triggers a chemical reaction 
in the brain. Although the brain's 
reaction time varies from person 
to person, the brain releases a 
chemicals called endorphins, 
which are morphine-like 
hormones. These have the ability 
to kill pain and to tranquilize. The 
latter effect reduces stress. A 
"runner's high" is the healthiest 
addiction people can achieve. This 
exhilirating feeling compels 
people to continue working out 
daily. By missing a workout, 
your body fails to receive the 
natural chemical it secretes and 
goes through "withdrawals." 
These minor withdrawals subcon-
sciously motivate one to exercise 
on a regular basis. 
In sum, working out regularly 
offers more than a pleasing ap-
pearance. By looking good, we 
become more confidem in our-
selves, and carry that confidence 
into other aspects of our lives. 
Fitness is the one way that we can 
achieve good health both physi-
cally and mentally. 
Reductio Ad Absurdum 
The Five Stages of Taking 
the California Bar Exam 
by Laura Russo and Dave Finley 
G: ｴ＾･ｎＱｾ＠ ____ _ 
ｾ Ｎ ｉｊ｣ＷｔｴＭＴｅ＠ ... 
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Lifestyles of the Tan and Relaxed 
Library in the Sunshine 
bloom in the spring might make lunches on days when they are 
By Dave Krausz you want to forget all about the fortunate enough to leave their 
STAfF WRITERS cold hard realities of law and hu- desks. If you wear shorts, you'll 
"Gosh, it's such a nice day. I manity. geta lot of jealous stares from the 
wish I didn't have to go to the ones who just got their suits back 
Washington Square: from the cleaners. 
library to study for finals!" Columbus & Union 
I'm here to tell you that you In the heart of the Latin quarter 
don'L Granted,youneed tostudy, (better known as North Beach), 
but whydo you have to do itin the 
Buena Vista Park: 
Haight & Buena Vista 
library. Do you really expect to 
look up all those cases that the 
professor cited in his lectures? 
Why not throw your outlines in 
your backpack, put on your Ray 
Bans and study outside? 
Here are a few of my favorite 
places to tan and cram: 
Golden Gate Park: 
Between Lincoln & Fulton, west 
of Stan yon 
For many San Franciscans this is 
THE Park. From the Panhandle 
to Ocean Beach this place is a 
marvel. Whether you like scenic 
gardens or open fields THE park 
has them and more. Speedway 
Meadow extends from 24th to 
31 st avenue in the center of the 
park and has enough room to toss 
an aerobiealongits width. In other 
words, no distractions other than 
sunshine. The Strybing Arbore-
tum is a particular favoriteofmine. 
because the many plants that 
this is the idea place for those who 
like to sit and gaze. You may feel 
depressed to find that the other 
scholars there are reading enjoy-
able books from nearby City 
Lights Bookstore. If you need a 
capuccino to keep you going, 
you'll have no trouble finding it 
in one of the many nearby cafes. 
Walton Park: 
When you need inspiration you 
can go to this Financial District 
picnic sjXlt. This is where all the 
junior associates eat their bag 
This park's okay if you stay in 
sightofHaightStreet. Finals may 
be the least of your concerns if 
you climb too far up the hill after 
dark. 
Alta Plaz.a Park: 
Jackson & Steiner 
Larayette Square Park: 
Clay & Laguna 
These two hilltop sjXlts are where 
the Walton Park patrons want to 
hve Pacific Heights. Each has 
tennis courts and south facing 
grassy slopes for maximum sun 
eXjXlsure. 
Marina Green: 
Marina & Octavia 
A nice flat patch of grass by the 
water. Watch out for the joggers. 
Fort Mason: 
Franklin & Bay 
The grassy fields at the entrance 
allow gazing UjXln San FranCISCO 
from bottom to top. 
"Ultimate Warriors" Take Softball Crown 
By Frank Watson 
GUEST CONTRIBJI'OR 
The month of February was des-
Ignated "Water Sports Month," 
due to untimely showers. When-
ever a weekend's play was 
cancelled because of the reliable 
weather forecast of the Chron-
icle, it would turn out to be a 
lovely day. But, on weekends 
when it wasn't sUPjXlsed to rain 
anywhere west of Pocatello, 
Idaho, it not only ramed 10 San 
FrancISCO, but it snowed ID Los 
Angeles. 
Otherwise, performances dur-
109 the fIrSt week of play reminded 
one of "The Keystone Cops Go 
To Spring Training." Slapsuck. 
scenes like Rick Berry throwing 
the ball thirty feet over a third 
baseman's head and Jeff Perry's 
team [theSlugsjlosing37-3added 
to the comic relief. Speaking of 
Jeff Perry, he was awarded the 
coveted Amphibian of the Month 
award based on his outstanding 
play. 
The weekend of April 1st fi-
nally saw the playoffs fmally ar-
rive and allow us to finish up the 
season. The day began With CoLlin 
Tanner's team holding off a su-
percharged first year team, ''The 
Rose Seconds" [whatever that 
meansjinaverygoodgame. Susie 
''I'm the Coach" Ryder had her 
team, "The Rose Seconds," run-
ning like a well oiled precision 
machine. Also, RIch Nielson for 
Tanner's team covered so much 
ground in center field that he had 
to change into a new pair of cleats 
after the 5th inning. 
In the second game, "The Ulti-
mate Warriors," led by the dash-
ing Jordan Wagner, barely 
squeaked by the defending cham-
pions, "The Unteachable Yahoos" 
9-7. The "Warriors" put together 
four runs in the top of the 7th 
inning [led by Kara "Homerun" 
Hayes' truly inspirational walkj, 
and ended a three run "Yahoo" 
rally in the bottom of the seventh. 
Andy "A .J," Turner hit a ball to 
Southern Oregon, but Glen Van 
Lighten was standing near Port-
land and caught it to end the game. 
In the championship game, the 
"Warriors" put together a seven 
run rally m the bottom of the 
seventh to snatch the game away 
fro Tanner's team. Truly tremen-
dous play from truly tremendous 
teams. [There, you all happy I 
said DIce thlDgs?j 
My last event as Athletic Com-
missioner has come to comple-
tion, and I want to thank all the 
regular minded, clear thinking, 
and well-balanced people who 
participated in intramural SjXlrts 
(except, of course, Eric Newell). 
Although the play at umes be-
came very competitive (Ricky 
Green and Quinlan Tom!), It 
enabled us all to vent some frus-
trations and even to make some 
new friends. As I understand it, 
no one ran for the jXlsiUon of 
A.S.H. Arts & Recreation Direc-
tor. Hey! Someone has to pick up 
the reins to insure that there will 
be intramural sjXlrts in the future. 
Finally, as finals draw near, re-
mem ber what Tim Bennetti would 
say; "When you're up to your ass 
in alligators, remember that you 
are there to clean the swamp." 
FIVE STAR LEGAL WORD PROCESSING 
Specializing in all legal formats: 
Memorandums, Briefs, Pleadings, Law Journal 
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Bias Against Arabs in Israeli Colleges Alumnus Hunger Striker Near Death 
By Majeed Samara 
GUEST WRITER 
I spent last spring semester at Ihe 
prestigious Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem. Having grown up in the 
Israeli Occupied Territories,I viewed 
life at the university from a unique 
perspective. The institution is, to a 
large degree, a microcosm of life in 
Israel, but wilh a major difference: it 
is Ihe one place Ihat Arabs have an 
opportunity to feel almost equal to 
Iheir Israeli compatriots. Arab stu-
dents feel equal while sitting in Ihe 
same classroom, listening to the same 
lectures and reading the same books. 
However, there remain barriers that 
preclude Arab students from ever 
feeling completely equal to Iheir Is-
raeli peers. 
Secondary education for Arabs is 
grossly inadequate. Few teachers 
have any education beyond high 
school and many not even Ihat. I 
grew up in the Golan Heights and 
three of my high school teachers had 
spent several years in prison, never 
studied in a classroom and earned 
their high school diplomas by study-
ing on Iheir own. We went two years 
without an English ormalh teachers. 
Arab schools also lack sufficient 
facilities. One's classes may be scat-
tered throughout his village and some 
oflhoseclasses, as inmycase, maybe 
held in garages. Israeli high schools 
however, are quite different. For 
example,Israeli teachers have, at least, 
a bachelor's degree and there is never 
a worry about facilities. 
Arab students also face language 
difficulties. All university classes are 
taught in Hebrew-a second language 
for Arabs. Hence, many Arab stu-
dents spend their first year in lan-
guageproficiencycourses. Theymust 
then compete wilh Israeli students 
whose primary language is Hebrew. 
Arab students come from disad-
vantaged backgrounds. Themajority 
of Arab families are uneducated, poor 
farm workers or laborers wilh many 
children to support. Israeli students 
typically come from fmancially se-
cure and better-educated families. 
The university itself docs little to 
levellhe playing field. Mostscholar-
ship funds are established for Jewish 
students only. Arabs have little chance 
of obtaining fmancial assistance from 
their poor families; hence, most must 
work while going to school. Arabs 
cannot find housing close to Ihe 
campus. The vast majority of land-
lords in Jerusalem are Jewish and 
unwilling to rent to Arab students. 
Even if an Arab could fmd a Jewish 
landlord willing torentto her, Jewish 
neighbors often will not tolerate it. 
The university system allows only 
a very small number of Arabs into its 
schools. This forces many Arabs to 
study subjects in which they are not 
interested, to study abroad or to forego 
school entirely. Complaints about 
Ihe disparities are often met wilh 
responses uch as, "If you don't like 
it, go to one of the Arab countries and 
get educated." Not all complaints, 
however, are met wilh disfavor. The 
Hebrew University does, for example, 
allow Arab students an extra fifteen 
minutes of exam time. 
Despite the many disadvantages, 
Pre-&o.m. ｾ＠ Gro-ups 
ｐｾｴＭﾣｸＮ｡ｭＮ＠ ｖｬｕｕｬｴｾ＠
ACE RAVEL 
most Arab students still feel fortu-
nate in having Ihe opportunity to 
pursue higher education. The cold 
facts, however, lurk in Ihe back of 
Iheir minds. For example, many 
will not graduate and Ihose who do 
will take an extra two to four years to 
complete their degrees. Most of 
Iheir Israeli peers, on the other hand, 
will graduate within three years. 
The relationship between Arab 
and Israeli students is tense. Arabs 
sit togelher in one comer and very 
rarely participate in class discus-
sion. There is no social interaction 
whatsoever between Arab and Is-
raeli students. Perhaps this is due to 
the mutual distrust pervasive in Is-
raeli society or perhaps it is due to 
the difficulty Israelis have regard-
ing Arabs as equals. Whocanblame 
them? Israelis ｾ＠ Arabs mow their 
lawns, serve Iheir food, build Iheir 
buildings, and collect their garbage. 
Israelis are not used to seeing Arabs 
learning in Ihe same classrooms as 
Iheydo. 
The hope for some semblance of 
equality for a small number of Arab 
students attending Hebrew Univer-
sity may be one of the brightest 
points for Arabs in Israel. Arab 
students, upon leaving the univer-
sity with a degree, feel slightly 
empowered to improve the society 
which subjects them and their fami-
lies to disrespectful and degrading 
treatment. They are quite aware, 
however,lhatany changes Iheymake 
will more Ihan likely be minor. An 
Arab wilh a degree from Ihe univer-
sity will not get a position of any 
meaningful power. It is rare for an 
Arab to work in the Israeli sector. 
More likely, he will return to his 
village and work as a small-town 
lawyer, doctor, or engineer and help 
in some small way. 
:t 
By Christina Schreiber 
GUEST WRITER 
Stuart McDonald, Hastings '85, 
has been called " the B obby Sands of 
the Gay Rights Movement." He is 
close to sharing Sands' fate. 
McDonald, who has an AIDS 
related complex, began a hunger 
strike on Jan. 2 to protest Gov. 
Deukmejian's veto of legislation 
aimed at discrimination against gays 
and HIV infected persons. The bill 
(AB-78},flrst introduced in 1984 by 
Art Agnos, passed the legislature 
last year. The governor justified his 
veto by claiming he saw "no evi-
dence of significant discrimination," 
and Ihatexisting antiO{\iscrimination 
laws provided adequate protection. 
Stuart asserts that his experi-
ence demonstrates Ihe opposite. He 
first learned of his condition as a 
Hastings third year, but went on to 
graduate with his class. Chronic 
fatigue and olher ARC symptoms 
caused him to collapse two weeks 
before the Bar exam, but he ulti-
mately took it in 1986 and passed. 
The Bar turned out to be the easy 
part Candid about his sexual orien-
tation and ARC condition, he told 
prospective mployers Ihathe would 
work a 40 hour week, but could not 
put in long overtime hours. Despite 
mailing over 1000 resumes, Stuart 
received only two responses, nei-
Iher of which panned out One of 
Ihosewas a gay lawyer who told him 
that he would have to deny his sex-
ual orientation and date women to 
maintain a "straight" facade. 
In need of money but unwilling 
to compromise, he worked as a credit 
card analyst and law clerk until his 
terminally ill lover required full-
time care. 
The idea of a hunger strike oc-
curred to him in December. After 
witnessing Ihe dealhs of his lover 
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and several friends, McDonald ini-
tially became despondent He suf-
fered a bout of alcoholism and con-
templated suicide and assassination 
as ways to vent his frustration at the 
system. He decided, however, that 
these actions would only result in 
further backlash against gays and 
victims of the HIV virus. 
Stuart will end his hunger strike 
if any of the following occur: (I) 
Gov. Deukmejian revokes his veto 
of AB-78.; (2}statelegislatorsover-
ride the veto; (3) President Bush 
publicly demonstrates upport for 
Federal antio{\iscrimination meas-
ures, or Congress adopts and over-
rides a veto of such legislation, or 
(4) Republican Senator and guber-
natorial candidate Pete Wilson prom-
ises to support such legislation in 
the event he becomes the next gov-
ernor. (This would ensure its adop-
tion, since Democrats support the 
measure.) According to Stuart, this 
is the alternative with the best chance 
of succeeding 
Stuart has lost 74 lbs. since 
beginning the hunger strike. Origi-
nally he subsisted on acupofGator-
adeaday. He is now on a water-only 
diet. On Wednesday he said he felt 
close to death. Evenifhemeetswilh 
success and ends his hunger strike, 
his doctor has warned that Ihe weight 
loss is likely to have weakened his 
immune system to the extent that he 
may soon come down wilh full-
blown AIDS. 
At Hastings, McDonald was 
critical of what he perceived as a 
lack of needed support forgayrights. 
A vocal supporter of gay issues, he 
says he encountered instances of 
harassment by straight students and 
opposition from gay students for 
"muckraking." This is unfortunate, 
he says, because Hastings has "the 
best and the brightest people who 
are in a position to really make a 
difference." 
Older Students 
Colllillued from poge 3 
ages is not oriented to students with 
pre-existing loans, family heallh in-
surance, support of ill and aging par-
ents, and child are. Many reported 
working to make up the difference. 
What do older students need? 
Many uked for a LEOP style support 
system, or at least an orientation 
program explaining how to write an 
exam or study for a test. The students 
themselves offered their help for 
incoming older students. Direct fi-
nancial aid and child care would like-
wise case special burdens, according 
to many of the respondents. They 
also requested assistance in fmding 
the flrffiS who value Iheir added expe-
rience, either through the career of-
fice directly or its support of an older 
student-alumni netwodc. 
ASH Art 
Colllillued from page 3 
lesinger. Mrs. Schlesinger served as 
curator for Cornell University befIR 
coming to Hastings. Along with the 
Hastings Volunteer Association, she 
acquires works for the school mainly 
through private donations. Underthe 
procedures currently used at the 
school, the final decision as to all art 
placement on the campus TCSts with 
Mrs. Schlesinger. 
April 14, 1989 
Letters 
Continued/rom page 6 
Liberties Union of North em Cali-
fornia, sent letters to Acting Dean 
Kane opposing the official prayers 
because they would be in viola-
tion of the religious Liberty provi-
sions of the United States and 
California constitutions. After 
that experience, I was certain that 
it would a long time before 
Hastings attempted something of 
that nature again. I was sadly 
mistaken. 
After I saw the program, I 
waited in the hope that the rabbi 
might make non-religious re-
marks. When the rabbi began 
invoking God, I left the audito-
rium, and I was so offended that I 
went straight home. I missed the 
rest of the convocation and the 
reception. 
Surely you are aware that the 
federal and state constitutions 
prohibit government agencies 
from sponsoring religious cere-
monies. See, e.g., Bennett v Liv-
ermore Unified School District, 
193 Cal. App. 3d 1012 (1987). 
The Identity of the government 
agency involved lo this instance-
Hastings College of the Law 
makes-this church-state viola-
tion an especial I y disturbing one. 
An agency composed oflegal pro-
fessionals should behave in a way 
that sets an example for other 
government agencies. In this 
incident, and other which have 
generated negative publicity for 
Hastings in recent years, the Col-
lege has set a very poor example. 
Although I intend to maintain 
my contacts with the Hastings 
community, I can assure you that 
I will be very hesitant to attend 
any events at Hastings in the fu-
ture unless I am authoritatively 
informed that there will be no 
government sponsored rehglOus 
ceremonies in connection with 
them. If, on the other hand, I 
discover that Hastings continues 
to violate church-state separation, 
I will call such violations to the 
attention of my colleagues at 
Americans United, and appropn-
ate action will be taken. 
Martin Kassman 
Class of 1988 
The Bar 
Continued/rom page 1 
can be long and complicated with 
lots offalse leads. Reading com-
prehension is an important part of 
the exam," warns Josephson. 
THE mST AND rnIRD days 
comprise the wriuen or "Califor-
nia" portion of the exam. On 
these days expect three hour-long 
essays each morning and a "per-
formance" test in the afternoons. 
In addition to the six subjects 
tested by the MBE, the written 
portion also assumes knowledge 
of remedies, wills and trusts, 
community property,civil proce-
dure, corporations and profes-
sional responsibility. 
The written portion of the Bar 
never tests all twelve subjects. 
This often frustrates law students, 
who may have slaved over finally 
understanding the law of corpora-
tions in preparation for the Bar, 
only to find that subject is not 
covered. Nevertheless, the exam-
inee must be prepared for all diS-
ciplines becausc no one knows in 
advance which subjects will ap-
pear. The Bar committee did 
recently mandate that professional 
responsibility be a significant 
component of at least one essay 
question, so you can prepare for 
that with some certainty. 
The hour-long essays are 
similar to those found 10 law 
school With one major differ-
ence-they often cover more than 
one subject. Experts agree that 
this added complexity is one of 
the most nettlesome features for 
test-takers. 
"An essay can cover two, three 
or even four subjects. Usually, it 
is farrly predictable. Forexample, 
contracts and torts. However, 
there is the occasIOnal off-the-
wall crossover. Typically, stu-
dents do their worst on these inter-
disciplinary quesuons," says Patty 
Noyes, Northern California Aca-
demiC Director and instructor for 
BarPassers bar review courses. 
THE PERFORMANCE tests are 
designed to simulate problem 
faced lo real legal work-any of 
the wide range of tasks that the 
competent lawyer should be able 
to do. Josephson, who has taught 
the Bar since 1972, says past 
examples include writing an ap-
pellate brief or memorandum of 
points and authoriues, preparing 
a closing argument, drafting a 
lease, making a discovery plan 
and giving mstrucuons to a pri-
vate investigator. 
At the start of the performanee 
test, examinees are given mstruc-
tions, a file and a library. The 
background of the case is found 10 
the file, and might include items 
such as poLice reports and deposi-
tions. The Library contains seffil-
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fictitious statutes and court opin- J ud ges affect the quality of judges in the 
ions which are the governing law continued/rom page 1 federal courts, Judge Aguilar re-
in the case. Together, the library meanlOg, "Don't plan on iL" As- sponded that it may become in-
and file normailyconstituLes about plring to the bench, he said, does creasingly difficult to attract new 
25 pages of materials. A chilling not mean necessarily formulating talent to the bench. He assured 
prospect when one considers that a set plan for climbing a career the audience that the majority of 
there are only three hours for the ladder. The best approach is to federal judges conunue to work 
tesL "You have to skim. Organ- excellO the legal profeSSion. " Be Just as diligently as before the 
izational skills are critical here," the best student you can be 10 law rejection of the pay raise. 
advises Josephson. school, and be the best attorney The event was sponsored by 
SCORING you can be once your are out of Phi Alpha Delta (PAD) law fra-
The entire exam is cumula- law school." The sense of excel- ternlty, of which three of the four 
tlve. The MBE counts for 35%, lence one acquires and nurtures Judges are members. Jusuce 
the essays 39% and the perform- through this process will natu- Broussard, showing how umes 
ance portion is worth 26%. Con- rally draw one to a fulfill 109 and have changed smce he attended 
sequently, one could "fail" the rewarding career in judicial serv- law school at Boalt, recalled his 
MBE but still pass the Bar be- ice, he said. struggle to join the PAD frater-
cause of a strong showing on the When asked if the failure of nity back in the 1950's. He was 
other portions. Conversely, a good Congress to pass the pay raise for only the second Black member to 
grade on written portion could be federal judges would adversely be admllled to the Boalt chapter. 
negated by a poor MBE score. r======::::=================:; 
EACH SEGMENT IS SCALED, says GAAP Honors Professors 
BarBri's Cullen. The raw num- The General Assistance Advocacy ProJect, a welfare nghts cllmc 
ber of correct answers from the run enurely by Hastings students, Issued a proclamauon on April 12 
MBE are scaled usmg a complex hononng the following professors. MARSHA COI-!EN, RAy FORRESTeR, 
formula which IOvolves compan- BRIAN GRAY, Wlll.lAM HlJITON, MARY KAy KA."'E, DAVIO ｌｅｖｉｾ･Ｌ＠ WIL-
sons with previous test results. In LlAM LOCKHART, PETER MAIER A.''D RUDOLPH SCHLESL'\GER. 
the past, those with a raw score of The GAAP announcement expressed Its deep appreciation for the 
between 125 and 133 (out of a "generous support" proVided by these faculty-members durmg the 
poSSible 200) were 10 the passing academic year and thanked them "forenabling us to continue our work 
range, says Cullen. With homeless and indigent persons of San Francisco." 
A perfect essay score is 100. 
However, perfection is rarely, if 
ever, achieved. Scores tend to be 
tightly .bunched 10 a bell curve, 
With 80% falling between the 60 
to 75 range. Last year, 68 was the 
average score needed to pass, 
according to Cullen. The per-
formance portion of the exam is 
scored Similarly. 
Because scores are scaled, a 
detailed discussion of these num-
bers is somewhat meanmgless. 
What does appear to hold true, 
unfortunately, is that your suc-
cess depends in large part on how 
everyone else docs. Yet another 
event for the competition hounds 
to sail vate over. 
EXPERTS CAlJIlON against Lak-
109 one portion of the test lightly, 
thinlang that lost ground can be 
made up elsewhere 10 the exam. 
Because the scoring ranges are so 
narrow, if you bomb one portion, 
you are in deep doo-doo. 'The 
key to passing is consistency," 
says Cullen. "You have to avoid 
the big disaster," warns Jo-
sephson. 
TilE BAR REVIEW 
With few excepuons, students 
take a preparatory or "bar review" 
course prior to the Bar exam. 
Several compames offer these 
classes throughout California. 
This year, bar review mstrucuon 
begins withm two to nine days 
after Hastings' graduation and 
continues for two months up until 
the date of the Bar. 
"StUdying for the Bar IS like 
fIrst year law practice in a big 
fum-50 to 60 hours a week," 
says BarPassers' Noyes. Al-
though the structures of the 
courses vary, representatives from 
the major review courses say that 
their programs require eight to 
ten hours of work each day. 
TYPICALLY, three to four hours 
of the day is taken up by lectures 
while the student is expected to 
study and practice on his or her 
own for five or six additional 
hours. "Once you get into the 
rouune It'S not too bad. The first 
week is usually the hardest," says 
Noyes. On tlle posllive side, 
unlike law school, "Nobody in 
the law review courses hides the 
ball from you. lL's put right out 
front," she says. 
The cognoscenti stress the 
importance of keeping balance 
and perspective dunng this time. 
Taking care of your spirit and 
body seems important. "Don't 
underestimate the physical dis-
comfort of the taking the Bar," 
counsels Josephson. 
"Gomg through it can be hor-
rible. But it is a challenge, and it's 
not tougher than going to law 
school. Keep some normalcy. 
Exercise, go to an occasional 
movie," says Cullen. 
"Keep one good routine for 
everyday," advises Noyes. "It 
should be somethmg you enjoy. 
Exercise, play music, prepare a 
mce meal, whatever. I lOOk hot 
tubs," says Noyes. "If you study 
too hard you can bum OUL Some 
suggeslcombatting this by talong 
an occasional full day off. The 
problem is that you spend thatday 
worrying that you should bestudy-
ing.Ithinkahalfdayoffisagood 
compromise," she says. 
MORE FSU:E AOVlCE 
There is plenty of advice on 
the "successful" approach to the 
Bar. "Students overemphasize 
the mlOutiae. You have to stand 
back from the substance of the 
law and get the big picture," says 
Noyes. 
"STAY I' CO:-'TROl. Have a 
system '0 you don' t paniC and 
don' t underestimate the prodi-
gious amount of law you need to 
know. MemOrization is a good 
substitute for bemg smart," says 
Josephson. 
Cullen recommends that stu-
dents follow the bar review 
course's guidehnes and stay fo-
cused. "Try to be independent. 
Group study is not condUCive to 
studying for the Bar," he says. 
"Good study ｨ｡｢ｩｌｾ＠ that you de-
veloped in law school succeed. 
Remember, most Hastings stu-
dents pass the first time." 
Abortion 
conJinued from page 7 
versa! answer. Instead,thls de-
bate mvolves overarching prin-
ciples of government and govern-
mental philosophy. How we as a 
society answer this question will 
mean a great deal more than the 
lives of 1.6 mIllion unborn chil-
dren a year. How we answer this 
question will renect how we feel 
about who is best able to make the 
important philosophical decisions 
in each of our lives. 
How we decide the abortion 
question renecLS our feelings 
about individual autonomy. If it 
does not, it can only mean that we 
have allowed our own personal 
predilections to obscure the true 
nature of the mquiry. This is not 
a question of life or death, but a 
question of who will make that 
determination. 
Who will tell you what is right? 
Pagel2 Hastings Law News 
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